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Swire Oilfield Services AS

Swire Oilfield Services is a part of the Swire Group, was established in 1979 
and is the world’s largest supplier of specialist offshore cargo carrying 
units to the global energy industry and is a leading supplier of modular 
systems, offshore aviation services and fluid management.

Swire Oilfield Services provides standard, specialised or tailored products certified to DNV 2.7-1 or EN12079 to 
 customers anywhere around the globe. Its extensive hire fleet of over 60,000 allows immediate access, 24 hours  
a day, to a comprehensive range of products. 
Operating in more than 30 countries, with a team of over 800 staff operating from 36 bases around the globe the 
company has a presence in all major oil and gas regions with large operations in Northern Europe, North America, 
Africa, Asia Pacific and Brazil.

Cargo Carrying Solutions
Swire Oilfield Services’ Cargo Carrying Solutions division has the largest fleet of DNV 2.7-1 certified offshore cargo 
units in the world. We can supply standard or bespoke equipment on a rental or sale basis and have a full range of 
containers, tanks and baskets to meet every requirement. 
We are committed to ensuring the safety of offshore personnel and equipment through the provision of the highest 
standard of equipment and services. As part of this commitment, we offer comprehensive testing and inspection 
services, both on and offshore, and have the capability to manufacture slings and lifting sets which meet DNV 
 certifications.
Our promise to be reliably dynamic means we strive to develop innovative ways to meet your requirements.  
Our most recently innovation is OverC™, Swire Oilfield Services’ trailblazing tag agnostic asset tracking web portal. 
This means it is finally possible to accurately and efficiently co-ordinate and oversee every aspect of your operations.

Modular Systems
Swire Oilfield Services’ Modular Systems is a global service providing unrivalled offshore workspace solutions.  
We offer pressurised and non-pressurised units for rent or purchase.
Having over 20 years’ experience in Modular Systems, Swire Oilfield Services offers the very best in standard and 
bespoke designs. We provide customers with expertly tailored solutions. This approach reduces the need for on-site 
adjustment, which in turn delivers a dramatic increase in operator safety.
Our systems are designed, manufactured and certified to all applicable industry standards. They are available in 
 different sizes and with a full range of fire and hazardous area ratings.
All modules are built to DNV 2.7-1 and DNV 2.7-2 and are rated to the latest FTC codes. The helifuel systems packages 
comply with CAP437. All materials used during construction conform to NFPA, USCG and SOLAS. Consequently, our 
modules are approved by ABS/DNV/Lloyds and meet NORSOK standards.

Fluid Management
Our comprehensive Fluid Management services will save you time, money and minimise health and safety concerns.
Swire Oilfield Services provides specialist solutions for the storage, transportation and delivery of high-value 
 chemicals and essential oilfield fluids. Offering only the highest quality tanks and equipment, we provide secure, 
robust and reliable methods of eliminating the risk of chemical spillage or ignition of flammable vapours. Our range 
of services includes pumps and filtration systems, high pressure iron and JET A-1 fuel storage.
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